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“My first day in a high school”

    

Presentation and Discovery of our high
school.

In the high school , there are lots of buildings
and there are more than 1960 students . This
high school is one of the biggest high
schools in New Caledonia. There are about
200 teachers and there are lots of
other staffs in the  high school ( cleaners ,
supervisors, cooks...).
There are lots of trees . The high school has
an area of 14 Hectares.So... there is a big
playground . On the very first day, "D-Day",
when we entered  the high school, we had to
find our class and then, we went in our room
with our headteacher. We talked about rules
in this high school. Then , we discovered the
high school rooms . We visited the nursery
too.
We were a bit afraid of getting lost in that
place : such an uncommon architecture !!

    

Our first feelings and meetings with
others (professor, students ...)

When we saw the Big high school far away
We were amazed because it's a very big
establishment. And when we came in this
high school we saw so many people . We
met our class and it was so strange because
we did not know one another . We met our
head teacher. too : she is also one of our
English teachers.

Extra curricular activities
There are 4 activities :
1) Chess:
2) Astronomy
3) green garden

    

- Building A is the
administration offices and spare
rooms at the second floor and
the library at the third floor we
can see  the staff room as well.
- Building B,C,D and E are
dedicated to classrooms.
-There is a schoolcanteen
which is between classrooms
and the boarding school.

There is also a cafeteria where
you can find bottles of water,
soft drinks, sandwichs, cakes,
chips etc.. A nice place to
spend some time with friends!

(By Hugo and Rudy)
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Bell Ringing,Let's go back to
School.

    

At the start of school
year in year11( 1
stmg) I was very
happy with  my friends
and goodbye my
comrade.What I liked
the most was  the new
teachers.Because,
first they were very
nice to me and my
comrades.

    

Then I liked  the way
they have welcomed
us in their
rooms.finally, i am
very happy to be in
the same class with
my best friend since
the 4 ieme,his name is
Ywal.Even if I hated
these new courses
because it was too
hard to understand.

    

Baptiste Tain
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"Dring...Time to Go Back to
School, guys."

    

Holidays are over now and It is time to
go back to school. I'm a little tired but I
was always happy to see my friends. It
was very hot, so I could not focus too
much on classes, I was thinking more
about the river, the sea, the pool that I
went on vacation. But arrived in first
class STMG I knew I had to
concentrate myself more than last
year. Besides French baccalaureate
waiting for me at the end of the year.
In addition to other topics today, we
have the management of the
organization, management, economics
and law. This subject requires a lot of
staff work and the course must be well
learned and done exercises. At first I
was a bit lost, but I adapted myself. I
find these topics well because I learn
more

    

vocabulary and  the functioning of
society. I am very happy because we
have a good social climate in the
classroom, but sometimes students
tend to scatter a little.
 But that to succeed you have to work
more. But the other thing that pushes
me back in high school is to go back to
see my wife .. Lol ;)

    

The first that I see when I
go on hollidays. And I
already feel tired up in me.

 Waïmo Jyjy 
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MY SCHOOL 

    

HELLO! My name is Lucinda QAEZE, I
am 16 years old .I am in 1er STMG in
Lycée WILLIAMA HAUDRA..I live in
Wedrumel , South west in Lifou. I had
a very  nice holiday but school is about
to start , not very happy about this . I
am in year 11 this year and i am happy
to datch up with my friends.

    

In my school , I have new teachers and
subjects such as law and economics.I have
new friends and I love them. My first day at
school was difficult.
Lucinda

    

Hello! My name is Dayana. I am 16
years old and I live in Jokin. Afterthe
Holidays, I went back to school. I am
happy because I can see all my friends
and meet new children. I am in 1°Stmg
(Sciences Technology of Managemnt)
in Lycée des Iles in Lifou. In my new
class, I meet new teachers and the
ambiance is cool. I discovered the new
subjects which are for example
Management of organization and Law.
I like those subjects because it's very
interesting for me and my future job. I
have lots of homeworks this year
compared to those of last year. I am
stressed because I have a big test of
French at the end of the year. Later, I
want to work in the management of
organization in the
bank.                                                       
                
Xenihate Dayana                  
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What School do you prefer ?
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
ÉDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA

    

Primary/Secondary Edit 

 At primary and secondary level,
government schools educate about
half of students. The major part of
their costs is met by the relevant
State or Territory government.[1]
Private schools, both religious or
secular (the latter often with
specialisations), may charge higher
fees. Regardless of whether a
school is government or private, it is
regulated by the same curriculum
standards framework. Most schools,
government and private, enforce a
uniform or dress code, although
there are varying expectations.

    

Tertiary Edit

As of 2006, there are 36 public, 2
Catholic and 1 non-profit Private

universities in Australia. Admissions by
Australian citizens to public and

Catholic universities in Australia are
based on the prospective student's

academic achievement. Admission to
the private university, Bond University,
is dependent on a student’s ability to
pay tuition fees as well as academic

achievement and "one on one"
interviews with admission officers (the
only university in Australasia to do this
for all students). Melbourne University

Private was a whole university
developed and owned by a public

university to operate under this model. 

    

Education in Australia can
be classified according to
sources of funding and
administrative structures.
There are two broad
categories of school in
Australia: public schools
(also known as
government or state
schools) and private
schools, which can be
further subdivided into
Catholic schools and
independent schools.

C.Lucy/W.Sherley
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IN AUSTRALIA

    

They wear a uniform according to the colors
of their establishments. The english
curriculum school allows to choose some
subjects but some subjects are compulsary
like Mathematics or English. Students have
the opportunity to practise a lot of sports as
rowing, golf, tennis, swimming, surfing, rugby
but also different styles of dance, theater,
play a musical instrument. Chinese is often
proposed, like Japanese, german or Italian.
The language teachings are often diferent.
They learn to speak in public and get trust on
them. 

    

The schools are very well equipped sports
centers, indoor and outdoor sports fields,
swimming pools , music center , auditorium,
amphitheater, auditorium, large green areas,
common rooms , computer rooms ... Pupils
are very well supervised and monitored and
study in a safe environment with excellent
teaching team dedicated to the success of
their students both academically and
athletically , and artistic staff.

    

CALENDAR : NSW
GOVERNERMENT SCHOOLS
TERM 2016 

Year in Australia is separated
into 4 terms :

1 term : Wednesday, 27
January to Friday, 08 April 
2 term : Tuesday, 26 April to
Friday, 01 July 
3 term : Monday, 18 July to
Friday, 23 September 
4 term : Monday, 10 October to
Tuesday, 20 December 

The students have 10 weeks of
school and 2 holidays! They
work very much.
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State Schools in England

    

 State education includes basic education,
from kindergarten to twelfth grade. It is also

referred to as primary and secondary
education, as well as post-secondary

educational institutions such as universities,
colleges, and technical schools funded and
overseen by government rather than private

entities.

    

 State education is generally available to all.
In most countries, it is compulsory for

children to attend school up to a certain age,
but the option of attending private school is

open to many. In the case of private
schooling, schools operate independently of
the state and generally defray their costs (or

even make a profit) by charging parents
tuition fees. 

    

The funding for state schools,
on the other hand, is provided
by tax revenues, so that even
individuals who do not attend
school (or whose dependents
do not attend school) help to

ensure that society is educated.
In poverty stricken societies,
authorities are often lax on

compulsory school attendance
because child labour is

exploited. It is these same
children whose income-

securing labour cannot be
forfeited to allow for school

attendance.
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My Sweet
Holidays

        

My Hunting Party

    

I went hunting in the forest in Bourail in
my Summer vacation with my uncle and
my cousin. I shot with a sniper rifle and a
bow. With a bow, I shot a 40m prey  but
with a sniper I shot a 90m one. There are
deer, wild pigs, bats though not allowed
at that time)... We hunted from 8pm in
the evening or from 5 am in the morning :
it was amazing !!!  (by Sean)
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Hello my name is Daphne I come
from the tribe of kKirinata I am 17
years old .I am going to tell you
about my holidays of the highly-
rated of the family. During my
holidays i was with my  first cousin,
we went  soaking at  the beach ,the
beach of Chateaubriand.we arrived
to  the beach and we played firs
volleyball then began to play
matches of soccer and it was great;
we even ate on the big beach,the
sandwiches were so good.My
family  summoned us to go to the
beach of Luegönie and we bathed
until 5. Happiness! I have liked my
holidays because I was surrounded
by my  family.

    

A

    

My holidays with my families

    

Hello, I’m Oliver, I’m from Xodre ,I’m 17 years
old .I will talk about my holIdays. During my
holidays, I went to Nouméa to go to see all my
brothers, my sisters and all my families. With
my brothers, we played foot-ball and my sisters
played volley-ball on the beach. We even
played baby foot at my auntie's. We went to
McDonald's with all my friends. In Lifou I went
 fishing with my cousin. At night I went in the
forest to hunt theflying- fox with my uncle. 
Olivier CICA
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Adventure Camp

    

During the month of January, I
went to Yate with my cousin and
my friend to cam during 15 days.
We took with us a tent, sleeping
bags, some food and fishing
equipment. Everyday, I went to
the beach to fish with my cousin
and my friend and we had great
fun. We also went hunting the
deer with hunting equipment.
After thirteen days, we started to
remove the tent. That was very
funny.I  look forward to
enjoying this again sooner !!
(by wilfried X.)
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In January, we went, my
brother and I to my
uncle's who lives
in Tontouta to fish in the
sea with my cousins and
my uncle. 
We went to the mangrove
for   crab fishery and
sometimes we  went
on the boat to fish
underwater . It was thrilling
to see all those huge fish !

We had great time !

(Claude M.)
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                 APRIL FOOL'S

(by Pash and Nelly)

    

April Fools' Day, sometimes called All Fools'
Day, is one of the most light-hearted days of
the year. Its origins are uncertain. Some see
it as a celebration related to the turn of the
seasons, while others believe it stems from
the adoption of a new calendar. An April fool
is a joke, even a hoax That we make on 
April 1st (fools day).

    

It is as of custom to make hoaxes in the
media, as in the press, on the radio or on
television breaking the news which
something unusual and extraordinary. At
school, on this occasion, it consist in hanging
(colliding) a fish made of paper in the back of
people whom we want to laugh at. “April
Fool!” is the typical phrase we use while
saying one of the jokes !

Jokes (stuffings) or satires have always
existed  since Antiquity and the middle Ages.

    

It is worth noting that many
different cultures have had days
of foolishness around
the beginning of April.... The
Romans had a festival named
Hilaria on March 25, rejoicing in
the resurrection of Attis. The
Hindu calendar has Holi, and
the Jewish calendar has Purim.

Perhaps there's something
about the time of year, with its
turn from winter to spring, that
lends itself to lightheart
celebrations
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      Festival: St Patrick' s day

    

                What is St. Patrick? 

Saint Patrick is a cultural and religious
celebration held on 17 March, the
traditional death date of Saint Patrick.
Saint Patrick's Day is a public holiday
in the Republic of Ireland. 

                  Who is Saint Patrick? 

Saint Patrick's real name Maun Succat
and a Christian saint celebrated on 17
March. It is considered the
evangelization of Ireland and as the
founder of Irish Christianity. Saint
Patrick is born Britain and he is death
in United-Kingdom. 
                      

                     

    

What is St Patrick the patron saint of?

 Saint Patrick is the  saint patron of
Ireland. He was a Christian missionary
given credit with converting Ireland to
Christianity in the AD 400s. So many
legends surround his life that the truth
is not easily found. St Patrick was not
actually Irish.           
       
       When is St Patrick's Day?

St Patrick is one of Ireland's patron
saints and many Americans with Irish
ancestry remember him on March 17.
Patrick's Day is fixed on March 17, but
may occasionally be moved by
Catholic Church authorities.

    

What did Saint Patrick do?

 Centuries later he was
honored as the patron saint
of Ireland, Freeman noted.
The St. Patrick mythology
includes the claim that he
banished snakes from
Ireland. It's true no snakes
exist on the island today,
Freeman said. But they
never did.

G.wamalo
J. Wamalo
B.Iwa           
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Festivals :
Easter Time

        

On Monday, people organize a barbecue with their
families. In Australia,  Easter Bunny is not a rabbit
but a bilby as it is an endemic species which is
becoming extinct  while the rabbit is smaller and it
endangers the ecosystem !

    

In Australia

    

There is Holy Friday and Easter Monday. On
Friday let's taste some Hot Cross Buns which  have to
be with spices, grapes or with nuggets of chocolate
and above all some sugar designing a cross. 

    

Hot Cross Buns

    

(Recipe for hot cross buns is behind)
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Recipie for Hot Cross Buns

    

Ingredients: 
For the buns:
300ml full-fat milk, plus 2 tbsp more
50g butter 
500g strong bread flour 
1 tsp salt 
75g caster sugar 
1 tbsp sunflower oil 
7g sachet fast-action or easy-blend
yeast 
1 egg, beaten 
75g sultana 
50g mixed peel 
zest 1 orange 
1 apple, peeled, cored and finely
chopped 
1 tsp ground cinnamon 

    

For the cross:
 75g plain flour, plus extra for dusting
For the glaze: 
3 tbsp apricot jam

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sYcyaHIVQho
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We find the same tradition as in Australia.
Holy Friday and Easter Monday and the hot
cross buns. 

    

Festivals:
Easter Time

    

In New Zealand

    

In The USA,  people decorate real eggs but they
also eat chocolate eggs. On Monday they do a
game called "Egg rolling" : it consists of....
(see the photo next page)

    

In the USA
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 In the USA there are no bells like in
France which deliver chocolate eggs
but  rabbits do this. Eggs are hidden but
they are wapped in plastic shells for
hygiene. 

    

Festivals:
Easter Time

    

In the USA

    

There are also roasted mashmallow
peeps which look like chicks.They are
used  as a table ham . Moreover, Easter
Monday is not a day off.

        



    

“Yam Festival.”

    

Yam is the favorite dishes of the inhabitants
of tropical countries.In New Caledonia yam is
more than a more vegetal.To be sown,
grown, harveste different stages. Yam grows
tall with its long tubers at the bottom of the
roots are edible. It looks like an elongated
and cylindrical vegetable with hard and light.
Its flesh is white, yellow or red, the plant
grows in warm and humid climate. Yam is
the staple of the Kanaks. It's mostly a
celebration that marks the beginning of the
year.

        

Among Kanaks, Yam festival is
because it is a tradition cultural.
But in the west it is the national
festival in July 14th. This
represents family relationships.
It is celebrated in large
chiefdroms in each districts.
Yam is celebrated in March.

Hnaweongo Isabelle
Gope-iwate Trea
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Reader's Corner

    

The Legend of Sineweny

    

Myths and Heroes 

        

The story that  you are about to read is a
legend that my father told me, a legend well-
known in the District of Wetr. Welcome into
Lifou's legendary world.

    

Long time ago in the District of  Wetr, Cannibalism was
present.The Chief's favorite food was fresh flesh.But at 
the time, there was a man and warrior named Sineweny who
was against this practice which consisted in killing people to be
fed.This warrior always used to rebel against the Chied.The
chief of the District was unhappy with this warrior, he therefore
decided to call for its people to evict Sineweny from the tribe.
Just after, Sinewy went to visit an old wise woman  from Thacil
tribe in order to bring his help and care but above all to look for
blessings.The old wise woman gave three blessings to the
warrior.The first blessing was given to the warrior was the ability
to pierce the Sun.The second blessing given was the ability to
slide as fast as a snake.With the last blessing, Sineweny  was
protected against  the willingness of the chief  and his people to
cook the warrior in big furnaces.
After visiting this grandmother, he went  to the Chief of the
District of Wetr where he killed the Chief's son.This is how the
first blessing operated .He then ran away but the Chief got to
know where he was hiding so the warrior ran away to the
District of LÖssi.The story  was spread everywhere on the
island  and Sineweny was wanted dead or alive.Sineweny was
hiding during the day and went out only during the night-time.
One day , a couple  saw him and recognized him and  he got
arrested.The husband gave a weapon to his wife to kill
Sineweny  but the latter managed to slid away and this how the
second blessing operated.Sineweny  went away on the plateau
named Alo.He passed by the entrance of the Chief 's camp, the
vigilantes heard some noises and one of the vigilantes threw his
spear in the direction of Sineweny whose foot  was hurt.He
rushed away in the forest.This is how the third blessing
operated  leaving the warrior safe and sound away from the
furnaces. 

Jacqueline and Adèle
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A poll about the different types of
music teens like

    

like What kind of music do you listen 

Pop: “Pop” (popular) music it’s like famous
music which corresponds to everybody. 
Hard Rock ( Metal): Few people talk about
this type of music, is a music for "mad"
persons or gothic style.
 Rap: It’s a type of music singers, sing very
quickly and sometimes they swear a lot in
these songs. 
Reggae: “Reggae” it’s cool for calm people
and the legend of reggae music is “Bob
Marley”. 
Techno: This is electronic music made with
launch pad and people dance on it, this is
nicknamed robot dance.
 Dancing Music (zouk): This music makes
you dance and sometimes you dance it in
duo. 
Classic: This type of music is really calm and
it makes baby sleep, it’s a baby-lolly. 
Slow (Jazz): It’s sometimes considered as
music for  middle aged people.

    

Which music do you prefer ? 

Me, Ludwig I prefer "No " of Meghan Trainor
cover version. 

And me, Manon, my favorite song is "Love
Yourself" of Justin Bierber

 Me I prefer that one "Let it go - James Bay". 

And I, Amalia me favourite music is all of
techno music.  

    

The Poll : 

Pop: V 
Hard Rock: l 
Classic: 0 
Rap: ll 
Reggae: lV 
Slow: 0 
Techno: l
l Zouk: Vlll 

The music which is the most
listened to in our class is “Zouk"

By Joelle Lack, Manon Ponton
Selva, Ludwig Lombard, Amalia
Dinar Lutfia".
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               MUSIC IN LIFOU

    

In Lifou,  we listen to different sorts of music
like: zouk, reggae, roots and kaneka;

When we throw a party, we must have music
to dance. Sometime,s we get together with
other teenagers, we go to the beach with a
guitar and we sing. . You have to know that
kaneka is a famous and a traditional style of
music in New-Caledonia. This style of music
has been created to help musicians  put
forward their common values.

Each rhythm is different according to the
region  which practices kaneka music.

    

When we decompose the word "kaneka", we
find: "ka" for cadence ;"ne" for born;"ka" for
kaneka. In a nutshell : cadence born of
kaneka.

What sort of music do you like?
Kaneka music : yes ;no Zouk : yes ;no
Reggae : yes ;no Compas : yes ;no Rap :
yes ;no

In my school:
50% of students listen to kaneka music 5%
listen to rap 15% listen to compas 10% listen
to reggae 20% listen In lifou there are many
bands like rootsky, gayulaz, oriatal,
nayrouz...

    

They play music during parties,
during a bal, or during a charity
. During  thses events,  we can
dance, sing and be together.

Marjorie Cabin 
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Batman vs Superman.

    

The story begins on the childhood of
Bruce Wayne leaking the funeral of his
parents ( a flashback shows their
murder by an unknown man ) and
then falls into the cave where the flight
of bats inspired his identity hero. Years
later , while Superman confronts
General Zod ( events seen in the film
Man of Steel ) in Metropolis , Bruce
tries to save people in a Wayne
Enterprises building without
succeeding completely. Heroes in
business for nearly 20 years in Gotham
City as Batman 's identity , Wayne is
confident that the high-powered
beings will one day loss of humanity
and should be prepared to remove
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The Jungle Book : Mowgli's Story is a film directed
by Nick Marck in 1998 for Walt Disney Pictures,
as a prequel to the film The Jungle Book (1994)
which in turn is a remake actual shooting of
animated film jungle book (1967)...
Synopsis:
Mowgli is a "man cub" raised by the Indian wolf
Raksha and her pack, led by Akela, ever since he
was brought to them as a baby by the black
panther Bagheera within the jungles of Seoni,
Madhya Pradesh. Bagheera trains Mowgli to learn
the ways of the wolves, but the boy faces certain
challenges and falls behind his wolf siblings, and
Akela berates him for using human tricks like
building tools instead of learning the ways of the
pack.
he truce is disrupted, however, when a scarred
Bengal tiger, Shere Khan, arrives, detecting
Mowgli's scent in the crowd. Resentful against
man for scarring him, he issues a warning that he
will kill Mowgli at the end of the drought. As the
wolf pack debates whether they should keep
Mowgli or not, Mowgli voluntarily decides to leave
the jungle for the safety of his pack. Bagheera
agrees with the decision and volunteers to guide
him to the nearby man village.
 

    

        

Later, Mowgli meets Kaa, an enormous Indian
python, who hypnotizes him. While under Kaa's
hypnosis, Mowgli sees a vision of his father being
mauled while protecting him from Shere Khan.
The vision also warns of the destructive power of
the "red flower". Kaa then attempts to devour
Mowgli, but he is rescued by a sloth bear named
Baloo. Together, they form a close bond after
realizing their teamwork allows them to get honey
easily for Baloo, and Mowgli agrees to stay with
Baloo until the winter season arrives. Meanwhile,
Shere Khan confronts the wolf pack, but upon
learning Mowgli has left the jungle, he kills Akela
and takes over the hills to lure Mowgli out.   
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THE DIVISION : What is this ?
                             

    

Tom Clancy's The Division is a third-person
shooter video game developed and
published by Ubisoft, with assistance from
Red Storm Entertainment, for Microsoft
Windows, PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. It
was announced during Ubisoft's E3 2013
press conference, and was released
worldwide on 8 March 2016. The Division is
set in a dystopian version of New York City
in the aftermath of a smallpox pandemic; the
player, who is an agent of the titular Strategic
Homeland Division, is tasked with helping to
rebuild the Division's operations in
Manhattan, combating criminal activity in the
wake of the outbreak, and investigating the
nature of the outbreak. The Division is
structured with elements of role-playing
games, as well as collaborative and player
versus player online multiplayer.The Division
takes place in mid-crisis Manhattan, an open
world with destructive environments that are
free for players to explore. 

    

The player's mission is to restore order by
investigating the source of a virus. The
gameplay is similar to other third-person-
shooters, in which player character can carry
three weapons, and explosives like sticky
bombs and smart mines to fight against
enemies. Players may take cover behind
objects during firefights to avoid taking
damage from enemies, and to give them a
tactical advantage when attacking. As the
game is set in a third-person perspective, the
character model is visible.

    

Thomas Leo Clancy, Jr. (April 12, 1947 – October 1,
2013) was an American novelist and video game
designer best known for his technically detailed
espionage and military science story lines set during
and after the Cold War. Seventeen of his novels were
bestsellers, and more than 100 million copies of his
books are in print. His name was also used on movie
scripts written by ghost writers, non-fiction books on
military subjects, and video games. He was a part-
owner of the Baltimore Orioles and Vice Chairman of
their Community Activities and Public Affairs
committees. Clancy's literary career began in 1984
when he sold The Hunt for Red October for $5,000. His
works, The Hunt for Red October (1984), Patriot
Games (1987), Clear and Present Danger (1989), and
The Sum of All Fears (1991), have been turned into
commercially successful films. Actors Alec Baldwin,
Harrison Ford, Ben Affleck, and Chris Pine have
played Clancy's most famous fictional character, Jack
Ryan; his second-most famous character John Clark
has been played by actors Willem Dafoe and Liev
Schreiber. Clancy died on October 1, 2013, of an
undisclosed illness.
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This is a very good game . The graphics
are there . cooperation is present : All
we expect of this video game. This is
the game of the year, I bet !!

    

The viewpoint of
           Killian

    

A Very good Game

            

What a gamer thinks...



    

Soccer in New-Caledonia  

Soccer is today one of the most
praticed sports in the Caledonian
territory.It has become a passion
for us.This sports is to fill bore
dom,This is a ream sport and
physical practice,Today we
organize tournaments and
championships this discipline
allows us to travel and discover
other culture in Lifou we had
Kanak young people who could
do it to detect to play in big teams
Chritian Karembeu
This is my uncle.The sport
allowed him to leave the country
and then have what he wanted
and to become the embassador of
soccer. 

Lawie Ajapuhnya
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 Cricket

    

 Cricket is a bat-and ball game
played between two teams of 
11 players each on a field at
the centre of which is a 22-
yard-long pitch
rectangular.The game is
played by 120 millions players
in many countries,it the
second world's most popular
sport after association
football. Each team takes it's
turn to bat, attempting to
score runs while the other
team fields. Each turn is
known as an innings.

    

The bowler delivers the ball to
the bastman who attempts to
hit the ball with his bat away
from the fielders so he can
run to the other end of the
pitch and score a run. Each
bastman continues batting
until he is out. The batting
team continues batting until
ten bastman are out, or a
specified number of six balls
have been bowled, at which
point the teams switch roles
and the fielding team cornes
in to bat.

    

Samuel
kj.wamalo
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VA'A 
What is va’a ?

    

*va’a in Tahitian means
“polynesian canoe”. It’s a
traditional means of transport
made of carved wood. Then
they were modernized with
materials like composit,carbon
fiber or plastic

        

So va’a is a sport. To
practise this activity ,
we need a paddle
and a canoe. There
are some … of canoe
like V1(canoe one
place) V3(three
places) V6(six
places) and
V12(twelve or double
canoe).
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Main international competitions

    

Hawaiki nui va'a,In French
Polynesia, which connects the
islands of Huahine, Raiatea,
Tahaa and Bora-Bora. 

Molokai hoe in Hawaï.

Tahiti Nui Va'a, Which makes
the tour  of the island of Tahiti
in 3 days ( 3 stages), and is held
every two years.

        

.Championnat de
France 

.Porquerollaise 

.Roxy va'a cup et
Orofer

.Femina va'a cup
 
.Vendée Va'a
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Students' words

    

What we like in the
magazine

    

We wrote about topics we enjoy
but it was sometimes difficult to
find information, to select them
and to understand them !!

    

A new way of learning
English !

    

A magazine created by us and
for us !!

    

A new challenge

    

I am not good at English but the
magazine is a way to get
motivated ! And it is a group
work !
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